
Changing low  
performing content

Göteborgs-Posten’s contribution to 
Best use of data to drive subscriptions, content or product design



Make it simpler – but not dumber.

That’s the philosophy that helped us use data insights 

to make Göteborgs-Posten the fastest growing major 

newspaper in Sweden 2020.

When I came to GP in late 2017 we had grand visions of 

data driven journalism. The following year we set up a huge 

database with endless possibilities. We created a sophisti-

cated way to measure user engagement and collaborated 

with the AI-company iMatrics to use automatic tagging to 

identify subjects with untapped journalistic potential.

The problem was that these data insights never ful-

Introduction
Inventing the space rocket before the automobile

ly reached the editorial side. The journalists continued 

working as they always had without caring much even 

about the most basic metrics; how is my readership 

changing? Who am I writing for? How many subscribers 

are interested in what I write?

We had all these fancy models but weren’t able how to turn 

data into journalistic practice. And we created an illusion 

that predictive data modeling could replace human creativ-

ity, an illusion that was alienating our reporters.

Metaphorically: We invented a space rocket without 

having mastered the use of a common automobile.

With that in mind we set out to simplify. But simplifying 

didn’t mean using less data, or dumbing down our anal-

ysis. Quite the opposite. We just needed to move away 

from the dreams of predictive modelling and into the 

realities of supporting human creativity.

The results were immediate, and it helped making Göte-

borgs-Posten the fastest growing major newspaper in 

Sweden in 2020.

This is how we did it.

/Johan Bohlin 

Head of editorial analytics
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What we did
Changing low performing content

In 2018 we implemented a language-AI to automatical-

ly tag journalistic content to better be able to identify 

which subjects are over- and under-performing. Göte-

borgs-Posten publishes more than 20 000 unique artic-

les per year (excluding news agency and other external 

content) and to sort them manually would be too big of a 

task. 

We hardly used data provided by the AI for useful analy-

sis until the second half of 2019. That’s when we began a 

project to come to terms with the large amount of stories 

we published that didn’t resonate with our readership. In 

late 2019 we created a new editorial analytics team – with 

three editors, one marketer and one data scientist – that 

continued the task of examining and changing our low 

performing content. The project ran through all of 2020, 

when it really came to fruition. 

The project made us realize that about half of our con-

tent really wasn’t read at all or didn’t drive subscriptions. 

We managed to identify major problems in almost every 

editorial department. We also used information from our 

economy controllers and made an index to correctly me-

asure the cost of this low performing content, to better 

understand where to put our economic resources. 

The metrics used were deliberately simple: users and 

pageviews to measure reach, conversions to measure 

new subscriptions. We set bars for each metric that we 

deemed acceptable for a paper of GP:s size.  Every con-

tent category that didn’t reach these bars had to undergo 

drastic changes.

We also crosschecked the conversions with a measure-

ment where we related churn to journalistic subjects, to 

not miss out on the loyalty aspect. For example we found 

out that our sports subscribers were more disloyal than 

our average subscribers – and that we had been over-

valuing the sport effect on subscription growth.

Much time was spent educating, simplifying, visualising 

and developing tools to include the whole newsroom in 

following and identifying low performing content.

After thoroughly examining the data we implemented  

organisational and content strategy changes on every  

department. 
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Here are some examples of what we did that as a  

consequence of our low performing content analysis:

•	 A new content strategy that can be simplified and sum-

marized into “More breaking news and more in-depth 

reporting. Less of everything in between”. We later re-

organized the whole news division based on this data 

inspired strategy, with one News director responsible 

for each part of the strategy.

•	 Less reporting on the abstract side of big business – 

economic results etc. More focus on small business and 

human stories, paired with an increase in investigative 

reporting.

•	 Less sports material relating to results. More sports  

reporting relating to society issues.

•	 Less essays and reviews and more news reporting in 

the cultural department.

•	 Less columns and ”expert” reporting from our news 

division. More focus on investigation, storytelling and 

news reporting .

•	 Less in-depth reporting from abroad (but more from 

home). The data was conclusive: Our readership wan-

ted more breaking news and less ”travelogues” in our 

foreign reporting.

•	 Less nerdiness and more populism when writing about 

the history of Gothenburg.

•	 Less freelance reporting and more fulltime employees

•	 Changing the focus of our weekend magazine – disban-

ding segments that was solely focused on filling prin-

ted pages.

•	 Moving resources from sports and culture to news and 

investigative journalism.

Measures to transform our  
low performing content3



During 2020 Göteborgs-Posten had the largest readership growth of 

all major swedish newspapers before, during and after the first wave of 

corona hit (Orvesto Konsument 2020:2). We also had our largest  

increase in paying subscribers since 1974.

How it turned out4



•	 Subscriptions grew by 11 300 during 2020 despite the inevitable decline 

in print subscriptions. We had our largest subscription growth since 1974, 

when the largest competing newspaper in Gothenburg closed down.

•	 One of our main target audiences, women aged 34 or less, increased their 

subscriptions by 60% – from 3700 to 5900.

•	 The daily readership grew by 24% during the first two thirds of 2020 (we 

are still waiting for the last third) according to Swedens largest media 

survey Orvesto Konsument, performed by Kantar/Sifo. This is the largest 

growth of all major newspapers in the survey. Most papers saw a surge in 

readers during the first wave of Corona, but GP was the only major sub-

scribed newspaper in Sweden that continued to grow after that period.

•	 Our economy journalism doubled it’s traffic and increased conversions 

by 65% after they changed their content according to the plan put 

forth in our ”Low perfoming content analysis”. Almost every 

other department had an increase of at least 50% in traf-

fic and conversions during 2020. Our editor of Go-

thenburg history increased the reading of his 

material by 690% after changing the 

focus of his content with the help 

of our head of data analysis.

Results
A major increases in readership and subscriptions
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